
I found this Flaunt reading particularly helpful and interesting. It was so cool to get to see 
and in some ways, start to expirence several different portfolios and the designers who 
created them. It is so cool to see how there are so many different creative solutions to the 
issue that we will all face in our lives as designers, and that is the portfolio. Our portfolio 
has the power to get us hired or turned down for jobs and oppertunities, and we need 
to figure out how to make our different and how to make them stand out from the masses, 
that is extreamly intimidating. But ALL of these designers found a unique decission, the right 
decission fot themselves and for their own work. Some of the advice and comments that 
I like was from Josh Berta and Brian Neumann. Many deisgners agree with the ideas they 
were trying to get across. Displaying our work can happen on so many different levals and 
so many different ways. All in all I gathered that an online portfolio is very important but we 
should not rely on digital media allown, especially if the work was printed and not digital. I 
agree with this. Even with my own work now I know there is this almost magical moment when I 
finally hold my work PHYSICALLY in my own hands. To see it, all sides and angles, and to feel 
the material it was made with, that is so fun and rewarding. Why would you want to cheat a 
future employer out of that moment holding your work physically in their hands? I will definatly 
be doing this when I go to job interviews in the future! I am still kind of intimidated to create 
my final portfolio for when I start looking for jobs, but I am also excited to see how my stly 
comes across in it and how I can make it simple yet powerful. To let my work speak for itself, 
like many of these designers were saying, all while having the portfolio itself become a piece 
of art all its own. 
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